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Tree Pattern Queries [7, 6℄ are now well admitted for modeling parts of XML Queries. A tual works only fo us on a small subpart
of XQuery spe i ations and are not well adapted for evaluation in a
distributed heterogeneous environment.
In this paper, we propose the TGV (Tree Graph View) model for XQuery
pro essing. The TGV model extends the Tree Pattern representation in
order to make it intuitive, has support for full untyped-XQuery queries,
and for optimization and evaluation. Several types of Tree Pattern are
manipulated to handle all XQuery requirements. Links between Tree Patterns are alled hyperlinks in order to apply transformations on results.
The TGV4 has been implemented in a mediator system alled XLive.
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1 Introdu tion
XQuery [9℄ has proved to be an expressive and powerful query language to query
XML data both on stru ture and ontent, and to make transformation on data.
In addition, its query fun tionalities ome from both the database ommunity
(ltering, join, sele tion, aggregation), and the text ommunity (supporting and
dening fun tion as text sear h). However, the omplexity of the XQuery language makes its evaluation very di ult. To alleviate this problem, most of the
systems support only a limited subset of the XQuery language.
XQuery expressions require a logi al model to be manipulated, optimized
and then evaluated. [1℄ introdu ed the TPQ model that expresses a single FWR
query by a Pattern Tree and a formula. Then, [2℄ proposes GTPs that generalizes
TPQs with several Pattern Trees, the formula ontains all the operations. The
representation is quite intuitive and a ts as a template for the data sour e.
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The XLive system and TGV is supported by the ACI Semweb proje t.
TGV annotations and ost models are supported by the ANR PADAWAN proje t.

However, GTPs do not apture well all the expressiveness of XQuery, annot
handle mediation problems, and do not support extensible optimization.
We design a model alled TGV whi h provides the following features: (a)
It integrates the whole fun tionalities of XQuery ( olle tion, XPath, predi ate,
aggregate, onditional part, et .) (b) It uses an intuitive representation that provides a global visualization of the request in a mediation ontext. ( ) It provides
a support for optimization and a support for data evaluation.
In this paper we des ribe the TGV model for evaluating XQuery on heterogeneous distributed sour es. This arti le is organized as follows. The next se tion
introdu es the TGV stru ture that we had dened for modeling XQuery in a
pra ti al way. Finally se tion 3 on ludes with the TGV framework.

2 XQuery Modeling
XQuery modeling is a di ult goal sin e the language provides lots of fun tionalities. And it is all the more di ult as it needs to mat h mediation requirements
(data lo alization on sour es, heterogeneous sour es apabilities).
Tree Pattern mat hing be omes usual in XQuery modeling, trees ontain
nodes and links, a formula onstraints the tree pattern on tags, attributes and
ontents. Sin e GTP, it ontains joins, nesting, aggregates and optionality.
However, GTP does not handle distributed queries requirements. In fa t,
data sour es are not in luded, nor XML result onstru tor, nor views and query
on views modeling, nor Let and fun tions and tags, relations and onstraints are
embedded in a boolean formula di ult to read. Moreover, there is no support
for additional information useful for optimization. Thus, this model requires
some extensions and adaptations to be the ore of a distributed query-pro essing
algorithm in a mediator. We propose the TGV (Tree Graph View) model.
Let see all hara teristi s of the TGV model. First, we introdu e TreePatterns
whi h are the XML do ument lters, and spe i stru tures adapted to XQuery
requirements. Then, Constraints are added to this model to integrate general
lters, whi h an be atta hed to any type of the model. To omplete this model,
Hyperlinks are introdu ed to link together pre eding stru tures. A Tree Graph
View is omposed of all this stru ture to model a omplete XQuery query.
Tree Pattern A Tree Pattern is a tree with dierent tags an XML do ument
must mat h with. This template is a set of XPaths extra ted from the XQuery
query. TreePatterns are omposed of Nodes from a label, NodeLinks that represent axis between Nodes ( hild, des endant, et .), and a mandatory/optional
status. A Pattern Tree is illustrated on Figure 1. Spe i Tree Patterns are
integrated to model ea h hara teristi of XQuery illustrated in gure 2:
 A Sour e Tree Pattern (STP) is dened by a targeted do ument and a root
path. It orresponds to a for de laration on a targeted XML do ument with
a spe i root path, that denes the set of trees to work with.

 An Intermediate Tree Pattern (ITP) spe ializes a previous TreePattern on
a spe i Node. It orresponds to a for de laration with a new path from a
previous variable that spe ializes an element by reating a new set of trees.
Thus, it reates a Tree Pattern that denes a new domain.
 A Return Tree Pattern (RTP) denes the result onstru tion of an XML
do ument. It orresponds to the return lause of an XQuery query, whi h
builds the main XML resulting do ument. Nodes is identied by tags, attributes with a "", quoted texts, and required XPaths.
 An Aggregate Tree Pattern (ATP) builds a temporary result set. It orresponds to a let lause that denes a treatment on a set of trees. By anonization rules, nested queries and aggregate fun tions are dened in those
lauses, so they build a temporary result set.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Example of a Node and of a NodeLink in a TreePattern

Four types of Tree Patterns and three types of Hyperlinks

Constraints In XQuery queries, onstraints are de lared on XPaths to prune
set of trees. This onstrains may be a value predi ate, fun tion or dierent types
of joins. Thus, we introdu e the type Constraint for this purpose.
A Constraint is a restri tion of the feasible solutions on sets of trees. It an
be applied on Nodes, Tree Patterns, Hyperlinks, Constraints or Constants. It
appears as Predi ates or Fun tions:



are onstraints with a omparison operator between two element
types. Linked types an be onstants, nodes, tree patterns, hyperlinks or
other onstraints in order to ompose onstraints.
 Fun tions are onstraints with a name and a set of links to dierent element
types. The fun tion name denes the type of operation to treat. Linked types
an be onstants, nodes, tree patterns, hyperlinks or other onstraints for
fun tion omposition.
Predi ates

Constraint representation depends of the linked element type. For a node, we
put the onstraint under the tag as we an see on gure 3. For a tree pattern, it is represented above it, as we saw the ount fun tion in gure 2 on the
AggregateTreePattern. For hyperlinks, it depends of its type, as we will see on
JoinHyperlinks in gure 3 a link between two nodes is annotated with a equality
onstraint. For onstraint omposition, we ompose naturally at the position of
the linked element (node, tree pattern and hyperlink).

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Example of node onstraint

Examples of Hyperlinks: A SetHyperLink (union) and a IfThenElseHyperlink

Hyperlinks Hyperlinks (see gure 3 and 4) have been dened to represent
additional relations between elements of the Tree Graph View:




Hyperlinks link elements in Tree Graph Views. It represents asso iations
Asso iation Hyperlinks or transformations by Dire tional Hyperlinks.

by

are Hyperlinks that onne ts two elements of the
same type to represent a spe i asso iation, in order to lter results by
verifying this asso iation. There are two types of Asso iation Hyperlink :

Asso iation Hyperlinks

• Join Hyperlinks are asso iations between two Nodes under Constraint

pruning non relevant trees on onstraints (values or order operator).

• Constraint Hyperlinks are asso iations between Constraints with a Boolean

onne tor. It forms a tree, onne ted to a ReturnTreePattern in order
to keep onstraints de laration level. Relevant trees must verify the onne ted tree of onstraints, at a given de laration level.



are inje ted transformations between elements. It
spe ies a transformation from a set of elements to a single one. There are
four types of Dire tional Hyperlinks :

Dire tional Hyperlinks

• Proje tion Hyperlinks are Node to Node Dire tional Hyperlink represent-

ing a value proje tion of the given node. It an be an optional hyperlink.

• Spe ialized Hyperlinks are Node to Tree Pattern Dire tional Hyperlink. It

ontains a mandatory or optional status. It represents the spe ialization
of a Node, by spe ifying a new TreePattern whi h root is the given node.
• Generalized Hyperlinks are Tree Pattern to Node Dire tional Hyperlink.
It ontains a mandatory or optional status. It represents a TreePattern
generalization result set, whi h result is proje ted into the given node.
• Set Hyperlinks are set of Tree Patterns to Node under Constraint Dire tional Hyperlink. It represents a set operation (Union, Interse t or
Dieren e) between few TreePatterns proje ted on a single Node.
• IfThenElse Hyperlinks are set of Elements to Node under Constraint
Dire tional Hyperlink. Elements an be a Node or an AggregateTreePattern, and the onstraint is a Predi ate or a Fun tion. It represents a
onditional expression whi h result is dedu ed by the onstraint status.
Fun tions Fun tions take some parameters and give a single element in return.
Into our model, we will treat only parameters with element (), boolean and
number types. A fun tion is represented by a TGV, and its parameters by an
Aggregate Tree Pattern with its fun tion name. Variables are linked to elements
by Proje tion Hyperlins.
Tree Graph Views A Tree Graph View (TGV) is a representation of an
XQuery query ontaining TreePatterns, Constraints and Hyperlinks. Input of
the TGV is given by Sour eTreePattern s, the output is dened by the ReturnTreePattern (not a AggregateTreePattern by inheritan e).
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 are TGV examples. For more des riptions, see [3, 8℄.

Canoni al XQuery to TGV Ea h queries in a anoni al form an be translated to a tgv representation. All hara teristi s of XQuery queries orrespond
to an element in the tgv model. For lauses to STP and ITP, where lauses to
onstraints, Constraint Hyperlinks and Join Hyperlinks, return lauses to ATP
and RTP, let lauses to ATP, and set and onditional operations to Dire tional
Hyperlinks. All anoni al XQuery queries an be translated in a TGV.

3 Con lusion
XQuery is an XML querying language that provides a ri h expressiveness. By
this way, an e ient query pro essing model is all the more di ult. In this
paper, we des ribe our TGV model omposed of Tree Patterns whi h are lters
on XML do uments. Thanks to this model, we are able to optimize TGV with
transformation rules. Those rules rely on a mapping of Rule Patterns on a TGV
(as a TGV on XML do uments). In order to take into a ount physi al information oming from the system, a generi annotation framework is designed on
TGV. This annotation framework allows us to des ribe any type of information
on TGVs ( ost model, sour es and traitments lo alization, evaluation algorithms,
et .). The ost model is annotated on TGV in order to estimate its exe ution
ost. It allows the optimizer to hoose an optimal TGV to evaluate the query.
More information an be found in [8℄.
The whole XQuery evaluation pro ess is implemented in the mediator XLive
[4℄. All XQuery queries of the W3C use- ases [5℄ ex ept the typed use- ases
(STRONG) are evaluated orre tly by our system, using Tree Graph Views.
As the TGV model is not spe i ally bound to a spe i language (rst
designed for XQuery), it an be applied to any untyped queries in any language
(SQL, OQL, OEM-QL, et .) on stru tured or semi-stru tured data.
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